Round 1

Do you have any other thoughts or opinions you wish to share?
8 responses

Yaaaay fnally a survey 8D Sorry for some of my long and derpy answers. XD
I haven't really been present for the CCSF in the past, but this year, I really want to be there to
celebrate! Thank you!
Super excited!!! The CCSF is what kept me in the community all these years.
Hopefully it won't be as messy as last CCSF, it was like the community was not only asleep but
the theme didn't seem to be very inspiring either. I kinda regret not taking direct charge of some
of the decisions that were being made.
Thanks :)
Tip: Plan the CCSF in November so that people start working on things in time. If there could be
more submissions, move it to December.
No comment.
I'd be willing to contribute to anything that needs something drawn. Prizes, sprites, etc.

Round 2

Do you have anything else to add?
13 responses

A Halloween start sounds fun
I'd be fne with both Doringo and Ylukyun as organizators. I can only pick one though. :P
I mean, "The unexpected or paradoxical" can overlap with the spooky Halloween stuf...
I'm planning on contributing some very nice renders if I can get this head model looking good on
time.
This'll be my frst year as a real participant, and I'm excited to see how it goes!
looking forward to (hopefully) participating in my frst ccsf! :D
I like several of the themes, aside from the one I voted for on this survey, Community
collaboration, is also one that I like! If not December than maybe the second week of November
would've been my choice. I honestly forgot if I chose someone as Coordinator for my frst survey,
so, if there's an inconsistency, I apologize, haha.
All abread the hype grain! :D
have a good day !! = )
I'm already getting excited for the CCSF!
bepis
I'm just hoping for some Creatures 3 related stuf when it comes to downloads; that's the only
version I have!
not picking a person to host bc I don't know enough about any of them to choose

